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Story
A sausage factory with lots of mustard!

Thundering farts and sausage dog poo! Casmiranda, Johnny, Melusine and Ingeborg the sow are totally
stunned. Their tearful but happy farewells have been put on stand-by, because an unscrupulous blackmailer
is threatening Milford’s father’s sausage factory, and has set a mustard landslide rolling over the whole town
of Rippelpolde! In the nick of time, the friends escape the yellow wave as it hits the Milford sausage depot!
Fortunately, the annual travelling merry-go-round is standing ready for a special trip into the past. This
sausage blackmailer needs to be stopped in his tracks!

- Uproariously witty writing by successful author Franziska Gehm
- Illustrator Franziska Harvey has not stinted with the mustard!

Key Points:

- lovely and quirky story for boys and girls aged 9+
- the vivid imagination of the author fills the realistic parts of the story with bizarre and  funny elements
- sequel to the successful first two volumes ‘Meet the Pompadauz’
- bizarre and extraordinary illustrations by Franziska Harvey
- told from the viewpoint of early 20th century children to whom modern technologies are unknown (>
advantage for the reader)
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Franziska Gehm
Franziska Gehm was born in 1974. She studied English, psychology and intercultural economy
communication in Germany, England and Ireland. After finishing her studies she worked at a grammar
school in Denmark, for a German radio station and in a publishing house. Today she works and lives as an
author and translator in Munich with her family. Many of her books have been translated into various
languages.

More titles in this series

Meet the Pompadauz – A
Pig Pops Up (Vol. 3)

Meet the Pompadauz - An
Incredibly Nasty Trap (Vol.

2)

Meet the Pompadauz - The
Naughty Piglet (Vol. 1)
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